AARONOVITCH Ben  Rivers of London
ADICHIE Chimamanda Ngozi  Half of a yellow sun
AMMANITI Niccolo  I’m not scared
ATWOOD Margaret  Oryx and Crake
AUEL Jean M  Clan of the cave bear
AUSTEN Jane  Pride and prejudice
BALL JG  Empire of the sun
BARKER Pat  Regeneration
BARNES Julian  The sense of an ending
BRADBURY Ray  Fahrenheit 451
BURGESS Anthony  A clockwork orange
CAPOTE Truman  In cold blood
CHATWIN Bruce  On the black hill
CLARKE Susanna  Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell
COELHO Paulo  The alchemist
COLLINS Wilkie  The woman in white
CONRAD Joseph  Heart of darkness
DESAI Anita  Fasting, feasting
DICK Philip K  Do androids dream of electric sheep?
DICKENS Charles  Great expectations
DONOHUE Emma  Room
DU MAURIER Daphne  Rebecca
EGGERS Dave  What is the what
ELIOT George  The mill on the floss
ELLIS Brett Easton  American psycho
FAULKS Sebastian  Birdsong
FEIST Raymond E  Magician
FFORDE Jasper  The Eyre affair
FILER Nathan  The shock of the fall

FITZGERALD F Scott  The great Gatsby
FLEMING Ian  Casino Royale
FLYNN Gillian  Gone girl
FORNA Aminata  The memory of love
FOWLER Karen Joy  We are all completely beside ourselves
GIBSON William  Neuromancer
GRAHAM Winston  Poldark
GREENE Graham  Brighton rock
GRUEN Sarah  Water for elephants
HAIG Matt  The Humans
HARDY Thomas  Tess of the d’Urbervilles
HARRIS Robert  Fatherland
HELLER Joseph  Catch 22
HEMINGWAY Ernest  A farewell to arms
HUNT Rebecca  Mr Chartwell  (Rebecca is a former FPS pupil!)
ISHIGURO Kazuo  Never let me go
HOSSEINI Khaled  The kite runner
JONASSON Jonas  The 100 year old man who climbed out of the window....
JONES Lloyd  Mr Pip
JOYCE Graham  The tooth fairy
KELMAN Stephen  The green mile
KELSEY Ken  One flew over the cuckoo’s nest
KEROUAC Jack  On the road
KOSTAVA Elizabeth  The historian
LARSSON Stieg  The girl with the dragon tattoo
LEE Harper  Go set a watchman
LEVY Andrea  Small island
LINDQVIST John Lajvide  Let the right one in
LUDLUM Robert  The Bourne identity
MARTEL Yann  Life of Pi
MCCARTHY Cormac  The road
MCEWAN Ian  Atonement
MENDELSON Charlotte  Almost English
MILLER Madeline  The song of Achilles
MITCHELL David  Cloud atlas
MORRISON Toni  The bluest eye
NABOKOV Vladimir  Lolita
NESBO Jo  Headhunters
NIFFENEGGER Audrey  The time traveller’s wife
OBRECHT Tia  The tiger’s wife
ORWELL George  1984
PASTERNAK Boris  Dr Zhivago
PENNEY Steph  The tenderness of wolves
PICOUlt Jodie My sister’s keeper
Plath Sylvia The bell jar
Rankin Ian Tooth and nail
Rhys Jean Wide Sargasso Sea
Roy Arundhati The god of small things
Sebold Alice The lovely bones
Shelley Mary Frankenstein
Shriver Lionel We need to talk about Kevin
Smith Tom Rob Child 44
Steinbeck John East of Eden
Stockett Kathryn The help
Thompson Donna The little friend
Toole John Kennedy A confederacy of dunces
Tolstoy Leo Anna Karenina
Walker Alice The color purple
Watson SJ Before I go to sleep
Waugh Evelyn Brideshead revisited
Wharton Edith The age of innocence
Winterson Jeanette Oranges are not the only fruit
Wyndham John The kraken wakes

Biographies (at 920)
Albom Mitch Tuesdays with Morrie
Angelou Maya I know why the caged bird sings
Ashworth Andrea Once in a house on fire
Balding Clare My animals and other family
Barber Lynn An education
Bryson Bill Notes from a small island
Campbell Sol Autobiography
Cave Andy Learning to breathe
Chang Jung Wild swans
Eggers Dave A heartbreaking work of staggering genius
King Ledley Autobiography
Levi Primo If this is a man
Mah Adeline Yen Chinese Cinderella
Muamba Fabrice I’m still standing
Obama Barack Dreams from my father
Paphitis Theo Enter the dragon
Ralston Aaron 127 hours
Sangera Jasvinder Shame
Simpson Joe Touching the void
Swafford Anthony Jarhead
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